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The following

within. But I believe that every one of
us can most - or part ? of the time
separate ourselves from our internalized
we know thatwe
ageism. At such times,
are seen as ugly and we know thatwe
are not ugly, only old."

is the keynote

speechbyShevyHealeyfromOld

Lesbians' Organizing for Change

(OLOC) summer1999Old Lesbian

Gathering OUR LIVES: Opportunity for
at
Celebration, held August 12-15
San Francisco State University.

U

OLD LESBIANS

The history of how and
ORGANIZING.
what we did is very special. In keeping
with our desire to spread our wings and
become a national organization, we
managed tomeet in five different places
in Southern and Northern California, in

This 1999Old lesbian
Gathering is a very special Gathering.
We have a double celebration, not only
because we are here to celebrate
ourselves as old lesbians, but to
celebrate OLOC's
anniversary as well.
Ten years ago at almost this exact date
and at this exact place, OLOC was born
at the Second West Coast Celebration.
A large spontaneous group met to talk
about "what next." Many of us there
realized thatwe wanted more than just
tomeet every couple of years, fun as

thatwas. We wanted to keep contact
with each other, to talk about the
personal and the political, to somehow
evolve into a power tomake old
lesbians visible and vocal. Itwas as
though a fever swept us: a meeting was
set for two months later, a plea for start
up money raised over $600, and the first

meeting actually happened in San Diego
inOctober, 1989. We salute and
celebrate those firstwomen organizers!

Old Lesbians
Organizing for
Change ismore
than an

organization
a movement.

-

it is

OLOC, which started as the
Old Lesbians Organizing Committee
because we were just that~ unsure
about what we might become ? and

only later evolved intoOld Lesbians
Organizing forChange, ismore than an
organization. It is a movement.
Iwant to take this opportunity
to publicly celebrate Barbara
Macdonald
for the pioneering role that
she has played in our movement, for it
was she who laid the theoretical and
political base of our entire struggle
against ageism. I salute her as well as

for her active participation on the
OLOC Steering Committee up until her
ill health three years ago. Barbara ismy
personal mentor; she inspiredme and
many others to view our own aging in a
very differentway.

two cities inTexas, and in ten other
states. As an organizational tool, we let
itbe known we "could be had" by
anyone, anywhere who was willing to

Our movement and our
calls
To
itselfOLD.
organization
establish this principle, the FirstWest
Coast Conference spent weeks of agony
and work to finally agree to limit
attendance to lesbians 60 years old and
older.Younger women were really angry
OLD:

at being excluded. Barbara Macdonald,
inher 1989 expanded version of Look
Me in theEye writes, "Itwas not that 50
year old women were eager to call
themselves 'old,1or that 30 and 40 year
old women longed for our company. In
1987, when white middle class feminists
were sentimentalizing crones,
foremothers, and 'our elders,' to hold a
national conference inwhich old
lesbians shut out the daughters was
unthinkable. We were defying a tenet
of male-defined family which younger
women have assumed to be a fact all

their lives: that the older woman is not
subject, but servant."
To defend ourselves against
society's stigma of age and rejection
both by insult and invisibility, old
women have used the tactics of
outright
denial of our age (age passing), or
seeing ourselves as exceptional (really
younger than our biology). These are
both deeply self alienating and reflect
"rejection, not simply of the stigma of
age, but of the reality of age."
(Cynthia Rich inLook Me in theEye).
OLOC was born out of the
challenge to the lie that it is shameful to
be an old woman, an old lesbian. We
reclaim "old" as simply another
developmental stage, glorious as well as
challenging, and as one of themost

telling ways to confront the patriarchal
standards of youth as the only
desirable time forwomen (notmen,
mind you). We persist in calling
ourselves "Old" in face of themany
negative connotations of thatword that
have as their underpinnings the notion

that to be old is to be inferior.Learning
to dispense with all euphemisms ~
Amazing
Sapphos,
say "No"
ourselves

Amazons, Sophisticated
Seniors, etc.- to be able to
to younger women and to call
"OLD"

are our first lessons in

empowerment.

We were defying a
tenet of male

defined family: that
the older woman is
not subject, but
servant.

OLD LESBIANS. As old

lesbians, we take the right to name
ourselves, to speak for ourselves. We let
no one else define us. We have adopted
the disability rights' slogan: "Nothing
About Us Without Us." To come to this
place of clarity,we consider our first
task is to educate old lesbians
about our own internalized ageism. As

Barbara said in her keynote at the First
West Coast Conference..."(we) won't
recognize ageism until we recognize it
in ourselves, just as we could not

address sexism in the larger community
until we had uncovered the effects of
sexism inour own lives... We have
become the old women we dreaded to
be, and we all know how odd that
experience is.We are thewomen we
once saw as boring. We are thewomen
we didn't want to look at... As
long as
we hold on to this legacy of our own
ageism, we oppress ourselves from

host us. At least half a day of each
Steering Committee meeting was spent
in discussions with local old lesbians
about theirown experiences,
culminating in an evening of informal
talk and some terrificpotlucks. Our
visits provided each area with a nucleus
upon which to build an OLOC group.
When Ruth and I hit the road

from 1992to 1994 inour 3/4tonChevy
truck and our fifthwheel trailer,with
the blessings of the Steering Committee
we became roving ambassadors for
In 22 months we were honored
OLOC.
at
some 23 lesbian gatherings in
guests
fourteen states inwhich we facilitated
workshops on ageism. We were able to
visit previous OLOC meeting places as
well as at least eight new cities ? from
the Florida Keys to the State of

Washington.
In this past ten years, not only
were many groups started, but OLOC,
as an organization made itspresence
known nationally, first at theNational
Lesbian Conference in 1991, where we
old lesbians marched down themain
aisles of the huge Atlanta Civic

OLOC was born out
of the lie that it is
shameful to be an
old woman.

Auditorium, wearing our Old Lesbian
t-shirts, lavender sashes and carrying
- to lead the cheers
our OLOC
banner
for our Barbara Macdonald, who was a
OLOC did a
plenary keynote speaker.
sensational Fish Bowl at thatmeeting

ledbyKittuRiddle andElizabeth

Freeman, which 500 lesbians attended.
continued on next page
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Mother Tongue, a feminist writing and
performing group, was there and made a
tremendous hit as well.
OLOC was very visible at the
1993 March on Washington, even hit
the national press, as we chanted "2-4-6
8 How Do You Know Your Grandma's
Straight." Some of us ledworkshops on
ageism at the Texas Lesbian
Conference, as well as at Golden
Threads inProvincetown. Many, many
of us have spoken out, organized and
ledworkshops at music festivals,

conferences, senior centers,
anywhere we could get our foot in the

door.

OLOC

has given a
of

message
empowerment

and

pride to old lesbians
everywhere.
The Steering Committee
produced the basic OLOC Brochure, our
useful introduction toOLOC;
the new

OLOC {PlannedGiving brochure);a

Travel Directory; Old and Proud
Buttons; and theOLOC Consciousness
Raising Handbook, which has become
the basic tool for educating not only our
own membership but many students and

innovative and exciting summer
Gathering three years ago.
Finally, special mention needs
to be made of our longest serving and

most prominent OLOC member, Vera
Martin, who was therefrom the very
firstmeeting and is still here today, as
our leader and coordinator. It took
fortitude and grace and devotion, and I
know sometimes more patience than she
had, to hang in there and keep right on
moving on.
Our organizational structure,
however, has always been problematic.
We were not sure whether local groups
were the answer, and although some
clubs were actually formed, without a

paid central staffand support system
most of them floundered. Itwas at least
two years into our existence before we
actually became a membership
organization, setting a dues rate for
members and supporters. The Steering
Committee, which deserves enormous

credit for organizing thismeeting, has
always been overloaded and
overburdened.
Having listed at least some of

what OLOC has done in these last ten
years, we still have leftunsaid the truly
has made.
major contribution OLOC
in
small
number, and
Although
ten
in
existence,
years
only
by itsvery
presence as an organization by and for
old lesbians 60 and older, OLOC
has
given a message of empowerment and
pride to old lesbians everywhere. By
challenging and confronting ageism

large inOLOC's
is
the regular
accomplishments
the
OLOC
of
Reporter, a
appearance
newsletter that comes out three times a
year and is our chief educational
connection with members and
supporters. There have been four editors
to date, startingwith Elaine Mikels, then

Pat Denslow, Ruth Mountaingrove
working with Rosemary Hathaway and
now Pat Coleman. It iswithout a doubt
the heart and soul of our movement.

Perhaps our biggest ongoing
achievement is our Mail Depot in
Houston, under the leadership of Arden
Eversmeyer and Charlotte Avery, where
receives
every piece of mail thatOLOC

is processed by them,where every
newsletter ismailed out by them and
whatever crew they organize, and where
the constant upgrading and handling of
our mailing list are their responsibility
as well. It is a daunting and often
thankless job, and we need to
acknowledge and giveheartfelt thanks to
these two old lesbians.
We pulled together a leadership
trainingweekend in 1993, and
ran an
organized and successfully

get more than politically correct lip
service and tokenism; we want
inclusion in policy making and

leadership. That task is hard!
Our work with National Gay
and Lesbian Task Force is a testament
to our doggedness. We have spent years

in heartbreaking encounters with
NGLTF, heart-breaking because
NGLTF
is doing such fine work in their
Equality Begins at Home campaign,
organizing on a grass roots level to stop
the reactionary right's campaign against

LGBT people- while sadlymanaging

to ignore the issue of ageism. We even
conducted a one day anti-ageism
workshop for their staff and were
tremendously touched to hear one of the

We need to curb
the imbalance of
power

separating

the seeker of help
and the benevolent

helper.
staff,an HIV positive gay man, say at
the end of theworkshop, with tears in
his eyes, "Until today one of my
consolations about being HIV positive
used to be that at least Iwould never
have to get old."
A measure of our years of hard

teachers inWomen's Studies programs
throughout the country.
Looming

continued from previous page
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We want inclusion
in policy making
and

leadership.

has become
wherever we see it,OLOC
a force tomake old lesbians vocal and
visible. We have, in addition, exerted
influence far beyond our small numbers.

Our movement has profoundly changed
the dialogue about aging and ageism. It
is no accident that Pat Durham, an
is the
old lesbian and member of OLOC,
first open lesbian to head a city
Commission on Aging. There are many
activities occurring in other
organizations, activities thatwould not
be happening were itnot for the
existence of OLOC.

OLD LESBIANS
ORGANIZING forCHANGE. We

believe change is possible and
old lesbians can bring itabout. As we
empower ourselves, we can use this

power first, to change the ageism in
lesbian and feminist organizations to

workwithNGLTF isnow beginningto
bear fruit. Some of us have been
working with their Policy Institute to*
prepare a position paper for their

recently announced "Aging Initiative,"
which, in theirwords, "represents a long
term commitment to research, policy
ensure
development and advocacy to
GLBT
of
old
the
needs
that
people are
inside our communities and
throughout society." This Aging
Initiative has been announced as "aimed

addressed

at ensuring the inclusion (my
italics) of aging gay, lesbian, bisexual

and transgendered
(GLBT) people in

all aspects of policy making and social
life."
Many of us have worked

equally hard in challenging the ageism
of the Lesbian and Gay Aging Network
(LGAIN) a task force of theAmerican
Society on Aging. From the task force's
firstmeeting in San Francisco, where
Jean Adleman led and won the fight to

actively include the participation of old
lesbians, tomany other meetings, we
have stated our message loud and clear
that lesbians in the social service
"business" of aging need especially to
make alliance with us. Some very
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significant changes have been made:
publishing articles we have written,
including us on itsBoard, working to
find ways tomake itfinancially possible
for old lesbians and gays to attend
national American Society on Aging
meetings.
Then, we need to challenge and
change the ageist assumptions of the
traditional social services model in our
community and elsewhere. Barbara
led theway when she said
Macdonald
that social services "have always
separated women into the able and the
needy..., (and are) set up to cover
over, not change, the failures of the
system;... they hire women not to
empower their sisters, but rather to keep
them forever at the other end of the
"helping" service." We need to look
carefully at our own social services,
to be wary of the benevolence of
ageism, to curb the imbalance of power
separating the seeker of help and the

benevolent helper. One importantway
in this
to do this is to be sure, as GLOW
to
include old
city has learned:
lesbians in staff and leadership, and to
maintain close connections between
these social service agencies (GLOW
or whatever
and SAGE) and OLOC
that represent
exist
organizations may
old lesbians. Barbara's essays model
for us the need for ongoing dialogue
with these services as a way of
changing the inherent ageism of many
of their assumptions and practices. She
says: "... (I)n themainstream, such

services perpetuate ageism, ghettoize,
discourage political organizing and set
up a welfare-model approach to
women's old age. In the straightworld
such a model suits a male agenda.
Transporting these services into the
lesbian community, without criticism,
without any analysis of ageism, means
we are being asked to accept
separate-but-equal and allows
us to the
professionals to explain
world."

We furtherwant to change how
research has been done "on" and
"about" us, without our involvement in
the process (leading to questionnaires

that are ageist in concept and design),
and ignoring us in sharing and using
their results for our benefit.We, "the
subjects," have become their "objects."
We want furtherto change the
agenda of all aging organization to take

cognizance of lesbian and gay existence,
as Del Martin and Phyllis Lyon were
able to do at the lastWhite House
Conference on Aging.

These issues raised by OLOC
reach far beyond the community of old
lesbians. We need to restructure the
debate on health care. In themost
affluent country in theworld, our health
care system is based on themean

spirited philosophy of scarcity. We
want to change health care in this
country, not just to strengthenMedicare
or insure social security in the
years to come. Our entire health care

system is in crisis, with forty
million uninsured American today, and
the number growing. Hospital
emergency rooms have become the only
form of medical care that poor people
can afford. This crisis is not simply a
financial one; it is a moral crisis. The
operating assumption is that there is
only one small pie, so nobody gets
much, and one struggling group can get
more only at the expense of another.We
need to restructure the debate on
health care, not how we slice up the

same small pie, but how tomake the
pie bigger; not "whether" or "if but
how to pay for health care for everyone.
Congress cannot be permitted to use the
"surplus" for across the board tax
cuts, benefiting mainly the rich, instead
of financing universal health care.
We want to change Senior
intoCommunity Centers, as
happened in one community inArizona,
to the benefit of all. We want to free old

Centers

people and people with disabilities from
incarceration in nursing homes. That
means working with disability rights
a proposed
activists to supportMiCassa,
bill to allocate money for accessible,
affordable, and integrated community
housing, instead of nursing "homes."
Oh, there are many changes we

want tomake! We Old Lesbians
Organizing forChange!
On this anniversary celebration,
what have we learned from this past
ten years? Here Iwill speak formyself
only because I am sure others have
learned other lessons.
In the process of working on
our first priority, to confront our own

internalized ageism, I learned that it is,
of course, impossible to talkwith old
lesbians only about ageism. Many old
lesbians, steeped in the secrecy of the
past, are often ready to take steps out of
the closet with more bravery than when
theywere fearful of losing their jobs,
yet continue to experience homophobia
and heterosexism everywhere. So, of
course, we have to talk about
homophobia and the presumption of
heterosexual ity,first amongst ourselves,
and thenwherever we face that crunch,
particularly amongst health care
providers who keep insisting on calling
us Mrs.!

And when old lesbians talk
about hating their looks, then of course
we have to talk about the patriarchal
ideals about beauty that are racist,
sexist and ageist ? young, white, slim,
heterosexual, ideals which denigrate
our old bodies and our wrinkles, and
label us ugly and disgusting.

And when old lesbians talk
about feeling betrayed by their own
bodies and repeatedly say thatwhat they
fearmost is being disabled, then, of
course, we have to talk about the
oppression of ableism, which is the

denigration of those with disabilities
and the crass worship of a "fantasy"
us to consider
perfect body. This leads
cause
with
the
common
making
growing disabilitiesrights' movement,
for both groups work to be considered
fully human.

When old lesbians
are terrifiedof
losing their sturdy
independence,

we

have to talk about
the higher goal of
interdependence.
When old lesbians are terrified
of losing their sturdy independence,
the cornerstone of much of lesbian
culture, thenwe have to talk about the
higher goal of interdependence, of our
need and desire to be part of our

larger community, with all due respect
to those who want to set us up in
special old age segregated places.
Or when some old lesbians
suffer the indignities of poverty in their
old age, then of course we have to talk
about classism and sexism and racism
which first pays women, particularly
women of color, less throughout all
theirworking lives, then cuts welfare
and rations health care for the old.
So, Iwas sharply reminded of
my firstorganizational lesson, that all
issues are intertwined and
interconnected. It is simply not realistic
to expect to build and maintain an
organization with a narrow focus only.
Another dilemma we faced in
OLOC was how to organize old
lesbians, ourfirst priority,while at the
same time insisting on being part of the
larger lesbian and gay community. It is
cozier and certainly feels safer to be
with our own group, whatever group

thatmay be. Being with old lesbians is
not only a nurturing experience. It is a
relief to be away from those who do
ignore, patronize, lecture, or blame us.
For, of course, we experience the
same ageism in the lesbian and gay
community as in the rest of society. It
has been an uphill struggle to build such
coalitions.

Of course, OLOC bears some
of the responsibility for this situation.
The squeaky wheel does get the
attention, and we haven't been
is
squeaking much lately. But OLOC
small and very poor, and it is tiresome
to always be pushing for
acknowledgment even from our friends.
We do not question their good will.
Given themultitude of their tasks, it is
certainly understandable, but it is not
acceptable that ageism and working
with old lesbians is so far down on their
listof priorities.
The second big lesson, then, is
that even though we are intertwined and
need each other, it takes lots of efforton
and its
both our parts - OLOC
natural allies ? to reach a real alliance,
to close the gap between the
language and the practice of the politics
of inclusion.
A third lesson was taughtme
a
by young man in one of my trainings,

who said, "Not I, of course, but others
of my MTV generation are saying about
old people, 'You are in our way. You've
had your turn. It's our turnnow. Move
over." And he explained that the college
lecture circuit was full of speakers
peddling this propaganda.
I listened carefully and
remembered that at theNational
Lesbian Conference in 1991,1 was one
who was too impatient to spend any

We experience the
same

in the

ageism

lesbian and gay

community

as

in

the rest of society.
time or energy to talk to the young
a bitter harvest to
people there.What
to
as
this frightful scape
I
listened
reap,
the young. Nor
old
the
of
by
goating

will I forgetthe 18yearold lesbianwho
two years ago toldme so earnestly,
"Don't you see, you old lesbians are
we
being tokenized as their past, and
as
young lesbians are being tokenized

their future."
Make no mistake. The current
to
politics of retrenchment lead directly
not
the politics of scarcity, which effect

only the old but particularly children,
young people, women and all poor
one generation
people. The pitting of
as whites
as
well
against another,
middle
against people of color,
class against the poor, able-bodied
to
against the disabled, serves only

divide us so thatwe are distracted from
looking hard at who and what the
real enemy is.
As long as young people can be
diverted to believe that old people are
the ones who have itall, theywill look
no furtherto notice that the disparity
between the rich and the poor in this
country is greater than itshas ever been.
on
Corporate Executives (CEOs) make
as
the
an average of 420 times as much

average worker. Michael Eisner,
Disney's CEO, makes 9,000 times as
much as their lowest paid worker. The
top 10% of this country own 70% of its
wealth, and of that number the top one
percent owns 40% of the entire wealth

of theUSA! About 25% of old people

live on incomes below the national
median; about half of people with
disabilities live even below thatmark.
The poverty rate for children in theUS

is 21% and exceeds that of seventeen
other industrial countries. With
so-called welfare reform,great success
is being reported inmoving people
into jobs. But inArizona, a thirdof the
families so moved report they do
not have enough money for food
because theirminimum wage jobs are

actually starvation wage jobs. Thirty
one percent of people over 75 report not
having enough money to buy food, and
the poverty rate among old people is
nearly five times more in theUS than in
Canada. Old single women here are

worse off than in all other comparable
wealthy western societies, with the
exception of Australia. In a further
breakdown, 39% of African American
old women are poor compared to 13%
of white women. When the poverty
figures include the near poor, 53% of
African American women are living
below 125% of the poverty level, and at
retirement themedian for their

householdswill be only48% of

thewealth of themedian white
household; Hispanic households will
have only 40%.
So the thirdbig lesson is that
not only are our issues interconnected,
but we are all connected as well. None
of us can achieve what is our common
agenda, unless we do work together and
refuse to let ourselves be divided.
Finally, another lesson, on a
more personal note. We used to point
out that if therewere special categories
for ages- - infant,baby, toddler,
pre-schooler, pre-teen, teenager, young
- it
adult, adult, middle aged, "older"
was trivializing to us in our sixties and
beyond to startgroups of "old"
women at 40. We had vastly different
'
issues frommid-life women and we
knew it.To go one step beyond that
continued on next page
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gross category, I am learning now at 77
thatmy seventies are very different
frommy sixties. We were so intent in
to disprove the stereotype that
OLOC
old was anything but vigorous and
hearty thatwe disassociated ourselves
by and large from disability issues.
Well, life at 77 forme, and probably for
many others, although certainly not all,
is full of surprises ? which is a nice way

of sayingmy old body isactingup.

Barbara Macdonald would simply say,
it'sdoing just what it's supposed to be
doing, preparing for itsdying. I am
conscious of my own fragility and
mortality in a way I have never been
before. And my relationship tomy body
is vastly different now than itwas inmy
sixties. I sure do have to tend to itmore.
can take a more
I hope thatOLOC
balanced view that leaves room for
those of us who are not only part of the

old community but the disability
community as well, or who may fall into
that other category of "frail" old.
There are many lessons to be
learned, both simple and complex. The
difficulty is in how tomaintain balance,
that tricky balance between focusing on
our own special oppression and making
common cause with others who are
oppressed, and, at the same time doing
the political work of coming out,
speaking out, taking on the religious

right, challenging Congress with its
unremitting agenda of subsidizing the
rich and undercutting the poor.
With so many pressing issues,
how and where shall we focus? Iwant
to focus on just two.
I consider myself a survivor of
two HMOs. Now, with considerable
luck, I hope to be able to survive
Medicare as well.
Although our entire health care
system is in crisis, we need to take a
special look at the problems we face as
old lesbians in this system. If our
partners are younger than 65, theymay
have no medical insurance and ours
won't cover them. Because of their
blatant homophobia, some doctors
surveyed have actually said theywould
"prefer" not to treat us. It's difficult to
get grant money for lesbian research
because of the "stigma" themedical and
science community places on such
research. The institutionalized
homophobia, heterosexism, sexism and
racism of medical institutionsmake it
unsafe for us when we are ill, to chance
coming out, and difficult to get the
support we need when we don't.
The system does not serve the
needs of any old people well. Less than
1% of all physicians receive ANY
training in how to treat old people and
their diseases, especially old African
American, Hispanic, Asian and Native
Americas people. Of the 128 medical

schools

in this country, there exists

only two departments of geriatric
medicine. Most of the pharmaceutical

products that old people take have never
been tested on old
people. And the
clear result of this ageist
neglect is that
one of the greatest killers of old
people
iswhat is called
iatrogenic illness,

getting sick from themedicine
prescribed by the doctor!
in order to save
HMOs,
money, are shipping old people off to
nursing homes or discharging them
prematurely even with infections.

Althoughbetween25% to45% of old

cancer patients experience
daily pain,
21% of them between the ages of 65 and
74, and 30% of those 85 or over,
receive NO pain medication at all.
African America patients are 63% more
likely thanwhites to go untreated for
their pain, with similar trends for
Asian,
Hispanic and Native American patients.
Although old African Americans are
willing to use community services such
as transportation and
meals, they cannot
do so because there is an acute
shortage
of home-based services in their
neighborhoods.

Nursing Home care is
particularly an old woman's issue. The
average nursing home resident is a
woman 85 or older, who is poor and
needs assistance with activities of daily
life. She is stuck in a nursing home
costing approximately $40,000 a year
which Medicare subsidizes and
Congress mandates, and where as many
as 40% of residents are malnourished
and nursing home atrocities make daily
headline.
Housing is the only other
concern I'd like to discuss here because
the issue in our community is loaded
with so much ageism. Entrepreneurs,
including particularly gay men, are
jumping on the bandwagon to provide
"senior housing" for "older" gays and
lesbians. I am horrified by their
process and their so-called "results."
They take a poll, the largest sample
being of those in their 40s and 50s and
tout the results to show that these

mid-life women believe they can best
provide for their old age by being in

an upscale
development for "older" gays
and lesbians. First in this age group's

requirements is "ambiance" while last is
cost and closeness tomedical facilities.
The entrepreneurs gave up on "elders"
because according to themwe are too
closeted, and probably too poor as well,
to be interested in such
housing.
So what is to be done?
First of all, we need to be clear
about who and what WE are. We protest
themedia's use of the term
"demographic time bomb" when
referring to the increas e of old people
in the coming years. We're with Ms.
Piskorska, a veteran Irish broadcaster,
who believes that term has the stench of
fascism. Intentionally using fear laden
phrases is a fascist propaganda device to
create hostility toward a targeted group,
in this case the old. Piskorska
prefers to use the phrase "demographic
miracle" since "at no other time in
history has there been such a growing
pool of experience and talent to draw
from!"
So as members of the first
Miracle Generation, what next?
As we approach themillennium
seems
an appropriate time forOLOC
it
to take stock, to reflect and review
where we want to go and how.
However, whatever is done or not done,
whatever may be decided, or not, the
fact is thatOLOC has done a
magnificent job and made it'smark.
This small organization has tapped into
themost powerful source in theworld,
the power of the old woman. What is
this power? To quote Barbara again,
"Some would suggest that it is her
knowledge because she has lived longer.
At 69,1 can tell you that I don't know all
thatmuch, and when I try to tap this
source of power inother old women I
find that they don't know thatmuch

or respect and the contempt these words
cover up. We will not settle for less than
equality."

OLOC

For more information, contact
at P.O. Box 980422, Houston,

TX 77098.

is a Social

Ageism
Disease

It is ageist:
To consider "young" a
compliment, "old" a
derogatory synonym for ugly,
decrepit, out-of-date. ("You
don't look your age.")

To speak/do for an old
lesbian instead of letting her
speak/do for herself, and to
assume she needs help.
To view an old lesbian
either as a burden or a role
model, rather than as an equal
with whom a reciprocal
relationship

is desirable.

To patronize a
courageous old lesbian by
trivializing her anger as
"feisty." (Would you call
Superman

"feisty"?)

either."

So thenwhat is the power of
the old woman? Ifwe think of our own
experience, we know that our power lies
in the knowledge that,with death
inevitable, we can let ourselves be freer
thanwe've ever been in our lives.We
can tap into our own power as never

before. We

are, as Barbara
at
the FirstWest Coast
prophesied
a movement of brave
Conference:.."

old dykes ledbybraveold dykes.Age is

a time of great wonder
a timewhen
we have to hold, with a fine balance,
contradictory truths inour heads and
give them equal weight: old is scary but

very exciting, chaotic but self
integrating, narrowing yet wider,
weaker yet stronger than ever before.
The movement of old lesbians,
led by Old Lesbians Organizing for
Change, has made itsmark on history.
Once again we join with Barbara to say,
"We know we will not settle for honor
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To categorize an
outspoken old lesbian as
"complaining,"

"difficult," or

"crotchety."

To assume
automatically that an old
lesbian is asexual.
To be unsupportive of
an old lesbian looking for a
partner, or disrespectful of an
old lesbian's choice to be
single.
Not to confront ageist
remarks because they are not
"really" mean "that" way!

